
Find all week work under the corresponding 'Week"

assignment on Google Classroom.

Open the google doc assignment for the week

Follow along as you watch the screencast video I post to

help give more thorough instructions.

Watch all the instructional videos and read all articles

before doing any work

Check the instructions of the activities. If it is not marked as

optional, you must do it in order to move on to the next

step. 

Work to complete and TURN IN your work (Any work that

should be submitted through a template is already made

as a copy for you and you should not request access)

Use Microsoft TEAMs through the provided link under the

"Office Hours" material if we want to video conference on

Tuesdays from 1-2. 

Send emails through your student email only if you have

any further questions or concerns. 

We have made it to Week 3 of Distance Learning. I wanted to

tell you guys how tremendously proud I am of your strength

and adversity during this time. Because of you, this transition

has been nothing but smooth. 

 

Last week, I encouraged you guys to fill out a form  to let me

know how the class is and how easily accessible the work is.

from a students' perspective. I am pleased to hear how well

the lot of you are managing your time, staying on a routine

and reading all directions thoroughly. I try to provide detailed

instructions for all work so I appreciated your

acknowledgement of that. 

 

For those of you who struggle to follow along, here is the best

way to tackle the weekly assignments.:

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Week 3: 

A persuasive essay is an essay that uses

reason along with logic so the person

reading it can see that one idea is more

justifiable that another idea. Since

persuasive essay outline is very simple it’s

not a big deal for students to write a great

paper. But! Choosing one out of the whole

scope of persuasive essay topics can

become a real challenge. This week it is

our sole goal to focus on narrowing down

the strong beliefs we have into one

general topic. You can fight for or against

anything (police brutality, gun safety, hate

crimes, women's right, green house gasses,

child labor, etc. ). The topic is up to you!

In the accessible link, I have provided you

this week's assignments where you will

watch a few videos and a few articles to

help put you in the argumentative frame

of mind. 

 

RESEARCHING  ARGUMENTS After watching the videos, you will

follow the following steps to help you

analyze arguments relevant to the pro

and con side of your topic:

 

Step 1: Think of a problem in society

that you feel strongly about. Define the

problem and state your opinion. If you

are unable to think of a topic, check

out the list of possible persuasive topics

here or choose a topic you are

interested in from the links.

 

Step 2: Analyze 2 Articles related to

your topic using the template Here and

upload it to Google Classroom (10pts)

 

All  of  the  ass ignments  and

instruct ions  are  access ible  and

to  be  turned

in  on  Google  Classroom  by

students  only .

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gh4cVwyfyFPTZo1Sn_YGvDIXG67hIEeu81UKK4JNm0E/edit
https://sites.google.com/a/pgcps.org/mrs-carson/dashboard/1a/2nd-quarter-project--persuasive-research-paper/list-of-persuasive-topics
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PHik9NmDV9e9FDLfgpM2cnRPdSCevc156JI1Ru73y1A/edit?usp=sharing

